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It's not a very deep game, what you see in the video is about what you get. But what's in the video is awesome so that's ok.. only
got it because i got a coupon...the games is boring. Only played an hour at the time of this review but having real fun. The gun
mechanics are pretty solid. The shotgun is acurate if you aim down the site. Pistols are great with a spin over reload. Good
upgrades to weapons and aids.
For me i think for the price this is well worth it. Especially as there are good updates coming as well.
Its one of thoses games which is fun especially if you like the pirate theme. *_* EN for everyone *_*. I only played Book 1 thus
far. This is a fun game. It plays like a visual novel RPG.. Absolutely terrible. nobody playing, empty servers. dont waste your
money. This game's quality is bad. It is also laggy. Do. Not. Buy!. I've spent ten bucks on worse things. Still, the game doesn't
really seem to evolve much through its playtime and involves some (to me) counter-intuitive practices to do well in the game.

The english is a bit spotty for most of the dialogue, but not as painful as some other games. The puzzle aspects are enjoyable
once you get used to them and otherwise learn what the game wants you to do. All in all, I'd reccomend it on a good sale if you
enjoy unusual puzzles, but not under normal circumstances for normal tastes.
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When a game let's you hire muscle that uses bags of sh*t as a weapon. This game is instanly a win.. Very addictive game! Nice
stuff! Basically this was my only activity on previous job :D. Fun and fast-paced old-school space shooter with plenty of insane
weapons and gigantic boss battles.. I would rather just use the internet.... Having played this game in early access for quite some
time, I can admit the only thing that brought me to it was the Brevik's themselves. Being a life long gamer of D2 and 3k hours +
in Marvel Heroes it is safe to say that I enjoy his products. **ALERT** I typically DO NOT enjoy these style games. They
don't typically attract me so I bought this game with the sole intention of just helping them. HOWEVER, after playing the game
in descent mode I found myself having a ton of fun. I made multiple classes, Bard being my favorite. I've been waiting for
official release so I could see it at it's current best. If this game was able to draw me in, someone who traditionally doesn't like
these games, that should say how fun and exciting the game can be. The Brevik's stream the game all the time and David is
constantly updating the game with patches and keeping a heavy involvement with the community. If you took yourself and a
significant other to the movies, it would cost you $20 which last 2-3 hrs. Spend 20$ and help support the Brevik's and have
many many hours of fun in this AWESOME loot explosion, boss killing, mob destroying, crafting extravaganza and oh shoot,
manage your inventory!! A+ product!. A good step up from the classis FTP Trackmania Nations Forever, with pleasent
graphical upgrades and unlimited community mods! Basically no NA players online anymore, however. If you want to play
online nowadays, it'll be against the super-pros from Europe.. So I decided to try the game. However, it is very laggy on my
computer so I am not able to play it at all. It will be nice if the dev can optimize the performance and reduce the lag. Although it
is possible that my computer is not capable to run the game, but it will be nice to improve the performance so it can run on my
system. Thanks.
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